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Allocation of personal storage 

mainelockers
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A locker can be made available for each member of staff. 
Alternatively electronic locking solutions can be used to 

reduce the amount of storage needed, with users being able 
to identify a locker, should one be required.

Electronic Lock technology allows easy allocation of personal 
storage space, when required, reducing inventory and space.



Location / Proximity
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Lockers can provide partitioning between work groups. Lower 
units may also lend themselves to transactional work surfaces.

Security
Keys are a simple form of security for allocated personal 

space, but loss of keys and access by FM staff can prove a 
burden. Electronic solutions, whilst having a higher outlay, are 
a much better long term solution in terms ease of allocation, 

control of use, and overall storage management.



Deciding the amount of 
available space
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Consideration for Business equipment, Sports and Cycle wear 
and other items that may require storage space, in order to 

keep the working area clear and tidy.

Identification
For both permanent and allocated storage, identification is 
important to ensure both users and FM staff. Labelling by 

number disc, business card holder or other simple 
identification, can greatly assist in management and clear 

identification.



Accessibility
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To ensure the best access to Lockers at all levels, Lockers can 
be specified with a number of different height plinths, or 

alternatively Locker Drawers.

Aesthetics
Lockers can be finished in neutral colours to blend in with the 

fabric of the building, or alternatively, vibrant corporate, or 
even retro finishes and styles, making a true

 feature of the furniture.
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Personal storgage in your locker  

Additions
Locker systems can also be specified to facilitate the charging 

of Mobile Phones, Tablets and Laptops

BUSINESS BAG LUNCH CYCLE HELMET HOTBOX
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Z lockers
The perfect solution for a changing room, or shower room.     

Z Lockers combine the convenience of a standard full height 
locker with the ability to hang items of clothing, whilst 

maintaining cycle helmet space etc, maximising the quantity 
of lockers available in those more confined areas.


